Reference metrics are used to define the differential structure on multicube representations of manifolds, i.e., they provide a simple and practical way to define what it means globally for tensor fields and their derivatives to be continuous. This paper introduces a general procedure for constructing reference metrics automatically on multicube representations of manifolds with arbitrary topologies. The method is tested here by constructing reference metrics for compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds with genera between zero and five. These metrics are shown to satisfy the Gauss-Bonnet identity numerically to the level of truncation error (which converges toward zero as the numerical resolution is increased). These reference metrics can be made smoother and more uniform by evolving them with Ricci flow. This smoothing procedure is tested on the two-dimensional reference metrics constructed here. These smoothing evolutions (using volume-normalized Ricci flow with DeTurck gauge fixing) are all shown to produce reference metrics with constant scalar curvatures (at the level of numerical truncation error).
Introduction
The multicube representation of a manifold Σ consists of a collection of non-intersecting ndimensional cubic regions B A ⊂ R n for A = 1, 2, ..., N R , together with a set of one-to-one invertible maps Ψ
Aα
Bβ that determine how the boundaries of these regions are to be connected together. The maps ∂ α B A = Ψ Aα Bβ (∂ β B B ) define these connections by identifying points on the boundary face ∂ β B B of region B B with points on the boundary face ∂ α B A of region B A (cf. Ref. [1] and Appendix B). It is convenient to choose all these cubic regions in R n to have the same coordinate size L, the same orientation, and to locate them so that regions intersect (if at all) in R n only at faces that are identified by the Ψ Aα Bβ maps. Since the regions do not overlap, the global Cartesian coordinates of R n can be used to identify points in Σ. Tensor fields on Σ can be represented by their components in the tensor bases associated with these global Cartesian coordinates.
The Cartesian components of smooth tensor fields on a multicube manifold are smooth functions of the global Cartesian coordinates within each region B A , but these components may not be smooth ( As discussed in Ref. [1] , the needed Jacobians are easy to construct given a smooth, positive-definite reference metricg i j on Σ.
A smooth reference metric also makes it possible to define what it means for tensor fields to be C 1 , i.e., to have continous derivatives across interface boundaries. Tensors are C 1 if their covariant gradients (defined with respect to the smooth connection determined by the reference metric) are continuous. At interface boundaries, the continuity of these gradients (which are themselves tensors) is defined by the Jacobians J Aαi Bβ j in the same way it is defined for any tensor field.
A reference metric is therefore an extremely useful (if not essential) tool for defining and enforcing continuity of tensor fields and their derivatives on multicube representations of manifolds. Unfortunately there is (at present) no straightforward way to construct these reference metrics on manifolds with arbitrary topologies. The examples given to date in the literature have been limited to manifolds with simple topologies where explicit formulas for smooth metrics were already known [1] . The purpose of this paper is to present a general approach for constructing suitable reference metrics for arbitrary manifolds. The goal is to develop a method that can be implemented automatically by a code using as input only the multicube structure of the manifold, i.e., from a knowledge of the collection of regions B A and the way these regions are connected together by the interface maps Ψ Aα Bβ . In this paper we develop, implement, and test a method for constructing positive-definite (i.e., Riemannian) C 1 reference metrics for compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds with arbitrary topologies. While C ∞ reference metrics might theoretically be preferable, C 1 metrics are all that are required to define the continuity of tensor fields and their derivatives. We show in Appendix A that any C 1 reference metric provides the same definitions of continuity of tensor fields and their derivatives across interface boundaries as a C ∞ reference metric. This level of smoothness is all that is needed to provide the appropriate interface boundary conditions for the solutions of the systems of second-order PDEs most commonly used in mathematical physics. For all practicable purposes, therefore, C 1 reference metrics are all that are generally required. Our method of constructing a reference metricg i j on Σ is built on a collection of star-shaped domains S I with I = 1, 2, ..., N S that surround the vertex points V I , which make up the corners of the multicube regions. The star-shaped domain S I is composed of copies of all the regions B A that intersect at the vertex point V I . The interface boundaries of the regions that include the vertex V I are to be connected together within S I using the same interface boundary maps Ψ Aα Bβ that define the multicube structure. Figure 1 illustrates a two-dimensional example of a star-shaped domain S I whose center V I is a vertex point where five regions intersect. A region B A would be represented multiple times in a particular S I if more than one of its vertices is identified by the interface boundary maps with the vertex point V I at the center of S I . For example, consider a one-region representation of T 2 . The single S I in this case consists of four copies of the single region B A , glued together so that each of the vertices of the original region coincides with the center of S I . The interior of each star-shaped domain S I has the topology of an open ball in R n , and together they form a set of overlapping domains that cover the manifold:
A smooth reference metric is constructed on each star-shaped domain S I by introducing local Cartesian coordinates on it that have smooth transition maps with the global multicube coordinates of each region B A that it contains. Let e i.e., the tensor whose components are the unit matrix when written in terms of the local Cartesian coordinates of S I . These metrics are manifestly free of singularities within each S I , and they can be transformed from the local star-shaped domain coordinates into the global multicube coordinates in each B A using the smooth transition maps that relate them.
These smooth metrics on the star-shaped domains S I can be combined to form a global metric on Σ by introducing a partition of unity u I ( x). These functions must be positive, u I ( x) > 0, for points x in the interior of S I ; they must vanish, u I ( x) = 0, for points outside S I ; and they are normalized so that 1 = I u I ( x) at every point x in Σ. Using these functions, the tensor g i j ( x) = I u I ( x) e I i j ( x) is positive definite at each point x in Σ and can therefore be used as a reference metric for Σ. Although each metric e I i j is smooth within its own domain S I , it may not be smooth with respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the other star-shaped domains that intersect S I . For this reason the combined metricḡ i j will generally only be as smooth as the products u I ( x) e I i j . At the present time we only know how to construct functions u I ( x) that make the combined metricḡ i j continuous (but not C 1 ) across all the interface boundaries. The metricḡ i j can be modified in a systematic and fairly straightforward way, however, to produce a new metricg i j whose extrinsic curvatureK i j vanishes along each multicube interface boundary ∂ α B A . Continuity of the extrinsic curvature is the geometrical condition needed to ensure the continuity of the derivatives of the metric across interface boundaries. The modified metricsg i j constructed in this way can therefore be used as C 1 reference metrics. In the two-dimensional case, the modification that convertsḡ i j intog i j can be accomplished using a simple conformal transformation. In higher dimensions, a more complicated transformation is required.
The following sections present detailed descriptions of our procedure for constructing reference metricsg i j on two-dimensional multicube manifolds having arbitrary topologies. In Sec. 2.1 an explicit method is described for systematically constructing the overlapping star-shaped domains S I ; formulas are given for transforming between the intrinsic Cartesian coordinates in each S I and the global Cartesian coordinates in B A ; explicit representations are given (in both local and global Cartesian coordinates) for the flat metrics e I i j ( x) in each domain S I ; and examples of useful C 0 partition of unity functions u I ( x) are given. The resulting C 0 metrics are then modified in Sec. 2.2 by constructing an explicit conformal transformation that produces a metric having vanishing extrinsic curvature at each of the interface boundaries ∂ α B A . The resulting metric is C 1 and can therefore be used as a reference metric for these manifolds. We test these procedures for constructing reference metrics on a collection of compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds in Sec. 2.3. New multicube representations of orientable two-dimensional manifolds having arbitrary topologies are described in detail in Appendix B. These procedures have been implemented in the Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC, developed by the SXS Collaboration, originally at Caltech and Cornell [2] [3] [4] ). Reference metrics are constructed numerically in Sec. 2.3 for two-dimensional multicube manifolds with genera N g between zero and five; the scalar curvaturesR associated with these reference metrics are illustrated; and numerical results are presented which demonstrate that these two-dimensional reference metrics satisfy the Gauss-Bonnet identity up to truncation level errors (which converge to zero as the numerical resolution is increased). We also show that the continuous (but not C 1 ) reference metrics g i j fail to satisfy the Gauss-Bonnet identity numerically because of the curvature singularities which occur on the interface boundaries in this case.
The scalar curvatures associated with the C 1 reference metrics constructed in Sec. 2 turn out to be quite nonuniform. Section 3 explores the possibility of using Ricci flow to smooth out the inhomogenities in these metricsg i j . In particular we develop a slightly modified version of volume-normalized Ricci flow with DeTurck gauge fixing. This version is found to perform better numerically with regard to keeping the volume of the manifold fixed at a prescribed value. We describe our implementation of these new Ricci flow equations in SpEC in Sec. 3.1. We test this implementation by evolving a round-sphere metric with random perturbations on a six-region multicube representation of the two-sphere manifold, S 2 . These tests show that our numerical Ricci flow works as expected: the solutions evolve toward constant-curvature metrics, the volumes of the manifolds are driven toward the prescribed values, and the Gauss-Bonnet identities remain satisfied throughout the evolutions. In Sec. 3.2 we use Ricci flow to evolve the rather nonuniform C 1 reference metricsg i j constructed in Sec. 2, using theseg i j both as initial data and as the fixed reference metrics throughout the evolutions. We show that all these evolutions approach constant curvature metrics, as expected for two-dimensional Ricci flow. The volumes of these manifolds remain fixed throughout the evolutions, and the Gauss-Bonnet identities are satisfied for all the geometries tested (which include genera N g between zero and five). These Ricci-flow-evolved metrics therefore provide smoother and more uniform reference metrics for these manifolds.
Two-Dimensional Reference Metrics
This section develops a procedure for constructing reference metrics on multicube representations of two-dimensional manifolds. Continuous reference metrics are created in Sec. 2.1 and then transformed in Sec. 2.2 into metrics whose derivatives are also continuous across the multicube interface boundaries. The resulting C 1 reference metrics are tested in Sec. 2.3 (on two-dimensional manifolds with genera N g between zero and five) to ensure that they satisfy the appropriate Gauss-Bonnet identities.
Constructing Continuous Reference Metrics
The procedure for creating a continuous (C 0 ) reference metricḡ i j presented here has three basic steps. First, a set of star-shaped domains S I for the multicube manifold is constructed from a knowledge of the regions B A and their interface boundary identification maps ∂ α B A = Ψ form an open cover of the manifold Σ. The primary task in this first step of the procedure is to organize the multicube structure in a way that allows us to determine which star-shaped domain S I is centered around each vertex ν Aµ of each multicube region B A , and to determine how many regions B A belong to each S I . In the second step, intrinsic Cartesian coordinates and metrics are constructed for each S I . These intrinsic coordinates are chosen to have smooth transformations with the global Cartesian coordinates in each multicube region B A . Metrics e I i j for each star-shaped domain are introduced in this step to be the Euclidean metric expressed in terms of the intrinsic Cartesian coordinates in each S I . In the third step, partitions of unity u I ( x) are constructed that are positive for points x inside S I , that vanish for points x outside S I , and that sum to unity at each point in the manifold: 1 = I u I ( x). A global reference metric is then obtained by taking weighted linear combinations of the flat metrics from each of the domains S I :
. At present we only know how to choose the partition of unity functions u I ( x) in a way that makesḡ i j continuous across the boundary interfaces.
Step One
The first step is to compose and sort a list of all the vertices ν Aµ in a given multicube structure. The index µ = {1, ..., 2 n }, where n is the dimension of the manifold, identifies the vertices of a particular multicube region B A . This list of vertices ν Aµ can be sorted into equivalence classes V I whose members are identified with one another by the interface boundary-identification maps, i.e., ν Aµ and ν Bσ belong to the same V I iff there exists a sequence of maps Ψ
One star-shaped domain S I is centered on each equivalence class of vertices V I . The domain S I consists of copies of all the multicube regions B A having vertices that belong to the equivalence class V I . For two-dimensional manifolds, the primary computational task to be completed in this first step is to determine the number K I of vertices ν Aµ that belong to each of the V I classes. The quantity K I represents the number of multicube regions B A clustered around the vertex V I in the star-shaped domain S I . Our code performs this counting process in two dimensions by using the fact that each vertex ν Aµ belongs to two different boundaries of the region B A . The code arbitrarily picks one of these boundaries, say ∂ α B A , and follows the identification map Ψ Bβ Aα to the neighboring region B B . The mapped vertex ν Bσ = Ψ Bβ Aα (ν Aµ ) again belongs to two boundaries of the new region B B : the mapped boundary ∂ β B B and another one, say ∂ γ B B . The code then follows the map Ψ Cδ Bγ across this other boundary to its neighboring region B C and to the new mapped vertex ν Cρ = Ψ Cδ Bγ (ν Bσ ). Continuing in this way, the code makes a sequence of transitions between regions until it arrives back at the original vertex ν Aµ of the starting region B A . The code counts these transitions and returns the number K I when the loop is closed. Figure 1 illustrates a two-dimensional star-shaped domain with K I = 5.
Step Two
The second step in this procedure is to construct local Cartesian coordinates that cover each of the star-shaped domains S I . We do this by noting that each S I consists of a cluster of cubes B A whose vertices coincide with the central point V I . If these cubes are appropriately distorted into parallelograms (by adjusting the angles between their coordinate axes), they can be fitted together (without overlapping and without leaving gaps between them) to form a domain in R n whose interior has the topology of an open ball. Each S I can therefore be covered by a single coordinate chart, which in two-dimensions can be written in the formx In two dimensions the distortions needed to allow the B A to be fitted around a vertex point V I are quite simple: adjust the opening angles θ IAµ of the coordinate axes of each cube so they sum to 2π around each vertex, Aµ θ IAµ = 2π. The optimal way to satisfy this local flatness condition is to distort all of the two-dimensional cubes that make up S I in the same way, i.e., by setting θ IAµ = 2π/K I . In higher dimensions the problem of fitting the B A together to form a smooth star-shaped domain (without conical singularites and without gaps) is more complicated. The complication in higher dimensions comes from the lack of uniqueness and a clear optimal choice, rather than being a fundamental problem of existence. We plan to study the problem of finding a practical way to perform this construction in higher dimensions in a future paper.
The simplest metricē I i j to assign to the star-shaped domain S I is the flat Euclidean metric expressed in terms of the local coordinates of S I :
Each B A that intersects S I will inherit this flat geometry via the coordinate transformation that connects them. This fact can be used to deduce the coordinate transformations between the local Cartesian coordinatesx Fig. 2 shows a region B A in S I that has been distorted into a parallelogram having an opening angle θ IAµ . The vectors ρ µ and σ µ in this figure represent unit vectors (according to the local flat metric of S I ) that are tangent to the boundary faces of B A at this vertex. The index µ identifies which of the vertices of B A these unit vectors belong to. Since the opening angle at this particular vertex is θ IAµ , the inner product of these vectors is just ρ µ · σ µ = cos θ IAµ . The vectors ρ µ and σ µ are proportional to the coordinate vectors ∂ x and ∂ y of the global Cartesian coordinates used to describe points in the multicube region B A -exactly which coordinate vectors depends on which vertex of B A coincides with this point. The right side of Fig. 2 shows these vectors at each of the vertices of B A , any of which could be the one that coincides with the center of S I . Table 1 gives the relationships between ρ µ and σ µ and the coordinate basis vectors in B A for each vertex ν µ . Also listed in Table 1 are the vectors v µ that give the location of each vertex relative to the center of its region B A . 
The inner products ρ µ · ρ µ , σ µ · σ µ , and ρ µ · σ µ are scalars that are independent of the coordinate representation of the vectors. Since ρ µ and σ µ are unit vectors that are (up to signs) just the coordinate basis vectors in the global Cartesian coordinates, it follows that the components of the metric e 
This is identical to the standard representation ofē (5) to ensure that the pointx IA =ỹ IA = 0 corresponds to the point x = c A + v µ , which is the ν Aµ vertex of B A that coincides with the center of S I . These new coordinatesx IA andỹ IA are therefore equal to the local Cartesian coordinates of S I ,x I andȳ I , up to a rigid rotation:
for some angle ψ IA . The composition of Eqs. (6) and (7) with Eqs. (4) and (5) 
2.1.3.
Step Three The third step in this procedure for constructing a reference metric is to build a partition of unity u I ( x) that is adapted to the star-shaped domains. We do this by introducing a collection of weight functions w I ( x) that are positive within a particular S I and that fall to zero at its boundary. We experimented with a number of different weight functions and found that writing them as simple separable functions of the global Cartesian coordinates of each region B A worked far better than anything else we tried. Thus we let
where L is the coordinate size of each region B A . The functions h(w) are chosen to have the value h(0) = 1, which corresponds to the vertex point at the center of the domain S I , and the value h(1) = 0 at the points which correspond to the outer boundary of S I . We find that the simple class of functions
with integers k > 0 and ℓ > 0, works quite well. Some of these functions are illustrated in Fig. 3 , with integer values in the range that worked best in our numerical tests. Figure 4 illustrates these weight functions expressed in terms of the local Cartesian coordinates of one of the star-shaped domains S I . This figure shows clearly that this choice of u I ( x) is continuous but not C 1 across the interface boundaries. We could also make these functions C 1 with respect to the local coordinates in one of the S I , however it is not possible to make them C 1 with respect to all of the overlapping local star-shaped coordinates at the same time.
A partition of unity u I ( x) is constructed from the weight functions w I ( x) by normalizing them: where H( x) is defined by
This definition ensures that the u I ( x) satisfy the normalization condition I u I ( x) = 1 for every point x in the manifold. A global reference metric is constructed by combining the metrics e I i j associated with each of the star-shaped domains S I and defined in Eq. (2), using the partition of unity defined in Eq. (10):
This metric is positive definite, and it is continuous across all of the multicube interface boundaries. It can therefore be used as a continuous reference metric.
In an effort to reduce the spatial variation of the metric defined in Eq. (12) and thus reduce the required numerical resolution, we add additional terms of the form u A ( x) e A i j , where e A i j are flat metrics with support in a single multicube region B A . Thus we let
be the flat Euclidean metric expressed in terms of the global Cartesian coordinates x A and y A . We define new weight functions w A ( x) associated with the individual multicube regions to be
which have the value w A ( c A ) = 1 at the center of the region B A and the value w A ( x) = 0 for points x on its boundary. These weight functions can be combined with those assocated with the star-shaped domains, Eq. (8), to form a new partition of unity. We modify the normalization function H( x) to be
Then we redefine the functions u I ( x) using Eq. (10) with this new H( x), and we define functions u A ( x) using Eqs. (14) and (15):
A new metric is then formed by combining these region-centered metrics with the star-shaped domain metrics constructed above:
The addition of the region-centered metrics does not appear to have a significant impact on the required numerical resolution. Nevertheless, this is the two-dimensional reference metric that we use (after conformally transforming as described in the following section) in the numerical work described in the later sections of this paper.
Constructing C 1 Reference Metrics
The continuous metricḡ i j has been constructed in a way that ensures the geometry has no conical singularities at the vertices of the multicube regions. However,ḡ i j is not in general C 1 across the interface boundaries; e.g., the partition of unity that we use is not C 1 there. The geometry defined byḡ i j will therefore have curvature singularities along those interface boundaries. In order to remove these singularities, our next goal is to modifyḡ i j by making it C 1 , while at the same time keeping it continuous, positive definite, and free of conical singularities. It should be possible, for example, to find a tensor ψ i j that vanishes at the interface boundaries, and whose normal derivatives are the negatives of those ofḡ i j . In this case the new tensorg i j =ḡ i j + ψ i j and its first derivatives should be continuous at the boundaries. There is in fact a great deal of freedom available in choosing ψ i j . In particular, it can be changed arbitrarily in the interior of a region so long as its boundary values and derivatives remain unchanged. The idea is to use this freedom to keep ψ i j small enough everywhere thatg i j remains positive definite. We plan to find a practical way to do this for manifolds of arbitrary dimension in a future work. In this paper we focus on the two-dimensional case, where a simple conformal transformation is all that is needed to make the continuous metricḡ i j C 1 . We introduce the conformal factor ψ A for the metric in multicube region B A :g
The conformal factor ψ A is chosen to make the resulting metricg A ab and its derivatives continuous across interface boundaries.
The extrinsic curvatureK Aα i j of the ∂ α B A boundary of cubic region B A is defined bȳ
Aα is the unit normal to the boundary and∇ k is the covariant derivative associated with the metricḡ A i j . In two dimensions this can be rewritten as
whereK Aα =∇ kn k Aα is the trace. Since the normal vectorn i Aα depends only on the metricḡ i j , its divergence can be written explicitly in terms of derivatives of the metric:
Under the conformal transformation given in Eq. (18), the trace of the extrinsic curvature K Aα transforms as follows:K
The idea is to choose the conformal factor ψ A so that it has the value ψ A = 1 on each interface boundary ∂ α B A , with a normal derivative on each boundary given bȳ
These boundary conditions ensure that the metricg i j continues to be continuous everywhere and free of cone singularities at the vertices of each cubic-block region, while also ensuring that the extrinsic curvature at each interface boundary is zero. There is no unique conformal factor satisfying the boundary conditions ψ A = 1 and the normal-derivative condition given in Eq. (23). However, the following expression for ψ A does satisfy these conditions:
The required properties of the function f (w) are that it has the values f (0) = f (1) = 0 and the derivatives f ′ (0) = 1 and f ′ (1) = 0. The simple choice f (w) = w h(w) satisfies these conditions, with h(w) given in Eq. (9) . The expression for the conformal factor in Eq. (24) has the property that log ψ A = 0 everywhere on the boundary of the cubic-block region, while its derivatives on the boundary satisfy Eq. (23). The values of the extrinsic curvaturesK Aα and the normal vectors n i Aα used in Eq. (24) are those associated with the continuous metricḡ i j given in Eq. (17) .
Continuity of the extrinsic curvature across interface boundaries is the necessary and sufficient condition for the metric to be C 1 and singularity-free at those interfaces (cf. the Israel junction conditions [5] ). The metricsg i j defined in Eq. (18), with conformal factor ψ A given by Eq. (24), will be C 1 even across the multicube interface boundaries, since their extrinsic curvatures vanish and are continuous there. The reference metricsg i j can thus be used to define a C 1 differential structure, which defines the continuity of tensor fields and their derivatives. Appendix A shows that this differential structure is unique in the sense that it is the same as would be produced by any other C 1 reference metric expressed in the same global multicube coordinates.
Testing the Reference Metrics
We have implemented the method outlined in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2 for constructing a C 1 reference metricg i j in SpEC. This section describes some tests we have performed to verify that our code correctly constructs reference metrics according to these procedures. We begin by constructing multicube representations of compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds having genera N g between zero and five. Appendix B gives detailed descriptions of these multicube representations and also shows explicitly how they can be generalized to compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds of any genus N g . These multicube representations consist of lists of the regions B A and their specific locations in R n , together with a complete list of the specific interface boundary identification maps Ψ Aα Bβ that define how the regions are to be connected together.
Any C 1 metric g i j , including the reference metricg i j from Eq. (18), must satisfy the GaussBonnet identity, which relates the scalar curvature R to the topology of any compact, orientable two-dimensional Riemannian manifold:
where ||R|| is the spatially averaged scalar curvature,
V is the volume,
and where N g is the genus of the manifold. The Gauss-Bonnet identity therefore provides a powerful test: The multicube manifold must have the correct genus or the identity will fail. And the metric must be C 1 across all the interface boundaries, or curvature singularities along those boundaries will cause the numerical integrals used in the the identity to fail.
We use the quantity E GB , defined by
to monitor how well the Gauss-Bonnet identity is satisfied numerically in our tests. Figure 5 shows the values of E GB computed for each of the multicube manifolds described in Appendix B using the C 1 reference metricg i j defined in Eq. (18) . Each curve in Fig. 5 represents E GB for a particular multicube manifold as a function of the numerical resolution N (the number of grid points along each dimension of each multicube region B A ). The manifolds are identified in Fig. 5 by their genera N g and the numbers of regions N R used in their particular representations. These graphs show that the Gauss-Bonnet identity is satisfied by the reference metricsg i j with numerical errors that decrease exponentially as the numerical resolution N is increased. The numerical errors arise both in the numerical derivatives used in the computation of the scalar curvature R and in the numerical integrations used to evaluate ||R||. A minimum error of O(10 −9 ) is reached at a resolution of about N = 46, which corresponds to the level of accumulated roundoff error in the calculation of E GB at that resolution. We have also tested the Gauss-Bonnet identity on this same collection of multicube manifolds using the scalar curvatures computed from the continuous reference metricsḡ i j of Eq. (17) instead of the C 1 metricsg i j of Eq. (18) . Using these C 0 reference metrics, we find that E GB is of order unity (with values between about 0.5 and 2) for all of the tests illustrated in Fig. 5 . The Gauss-Bonnet identity fails in this case because the curvatures associated with the C 0 reference metrics have singularities along the multicube interface boundaries. This failure, which was expected in this case, reinforces the conclusion that we have successfully implemented the procedure outlined in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2 for constructing C 1 reference metrics on two-dimensional manifolds with arbitrary topologies.
Smoothing the Reference Metrics Using Ricci Flow
The C 1 reference metricsg i j introduced in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2 satisfy the minimal requirements needed to establish low-order differential structures on two-dimensional manifolds. These structures allow us to define the continuity of tensors and their derivatives, which is all that is required for solving the systems of second-order equations of most interest in mathematical physics. Unfortunately these metrics exhibit a great deal of spatial structure and consequently require fairly high numerical resolution to be represented accurately. Figure 6 illustrates the scalar curvaturẽ R associated with these reference metricsg i j for the case of a six-region, N R = 6, representation of the genus N g = 0 multicube manifold (the two-sphere), and also for the case of a forty-region, N R = 40, representation of the genus N g = 5 multicube manifold (the five-handled sphere). While these scalar curvatures appear to be continuous (even across the region interface boundaries) they have very large spatial variations. The goal of this section is to develop a method of transforming these metrics into more uniform (and smoother) reference metrics.
The uniformization theorem implies that every orientable two-dimensional manifold Σ admits a metric having constant scalar curvature [6] . One approach to making the reference metricsg i j Figure 6 : Illustration of the scalar curvatureR of two multicube manifolds with C 1 reference metricsg i j constructed via the procedure described in Sec. 2. Both cases use a numerical resolution of N = 40 grid points along each dimension of each multicube region. Top: The genus N g = 0, six-region case. The left side shows the manifold mapped (nonisometrically) onto a 2-sphere, with radial warping proportional to the scalar curvatureR. The right side shows the same manifold in the multicube Cartesian coordinates, with warping in the z-direction proportional toR. Bottom: The genus N g = 5, forty-region multicube manifold in the multicube Cartesian coordinates, with warping in the z-direction proportional to the scalar curvatureR. more uniform, therefore, would be to find a way to transform them into metrics having constant scalar curvatures. Fortunately there is a well-studied technique for doing exactly that. Volumenormalized Ricci flow is a parabolic evolution equation for the metric whose solutions in two dimensions all evolve toward metrics having spatially constant scalar curvatures [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The evolution equation we use for the volume-normalized Ricci flow of a two-dimensional metric g i j is given by
The quantities ||R|| and V(t) in Eq. (29) are the volume-averaged scalar curvature and the volume of the manifold defined in Eqs. (26) and (27), respectively. The terms containing these quantities are added to control the volume of the manifold. The term proportional to µ in Eq. (29) is new to the best of our knowledge. We have found that it makes our numerical solutions of Eq. (29) track the target volume V 0 more accurately. The DeTurck gauge-fixing covector H i is defined by
where Γ j kℓ is the connection associated with the metric g i j , andΓ j kℓ is any other fixed connection on the manifold [10] . The DeTurck terms (those containing H i ) are added to make Eq. (29) strongly parabolic, and thus to have a manifestly well-posed initial value problem [11] .
Contracting Eq. (29) with the inverse metric g i j gives
Integrating this equation over any compact manifold provides the evolution equation for the volume V(t) of the manifold:
Without the term proportional to µ, the volume of the manifold would be fixed, ∂ t V(t) = 0, at the analytical level. In numerical simulations, however, discretization and roundoff error give rise to slow, approximately linear drifts in the volume. With the damping term we have added, the volume of the manifold is driven toward the target value V 0 at a rate determined by the constant µ. In our numerical tests, we find that a value of µ = 10 works well.
Numerical Ricci Flow
We have implemented the volume-normalized Ricci flow equation with DeTurck gauge fixing, Eq. (29), in SpEC. This code evolves PDEs using pseudo-spectral methods to evaluate spatial derivatives, and it performs explicit time integration at each collocation point using standard ordinary differential equation solvers (e.g., Runge-Kutta). Boundary conditions are imposed at multicube interface boundaries to enforce continuity of the metric g i j and its normal derivativẽ n k∇ k g i j . The vectorñ k is the unit normal to the boundary and∇ k is the covariant derivative associated with the reference metricg i j .
Boundary conditions are imposed in SpEC using penalty methods. The desired boundary conditions are added to the evolution equations at the boundary collocation points. The evolution equations on the ∂ α B A boundary, which is identified with the ∂ β B B boundary, for example, have the form
where 
If the penalty factors α and β are chosen properly, these additional terms drive the evolution at the boundary in a way that reduces any small boundary condition error [12] . There is a range of constants α and β that work well-too small can lead to instability, while too large may make the system overly stiff. Empirically, we have found that the following values work well in most cases:
In some cases the penalty factors (particularly α) can be decreased below the values given in Eq. (36) without sacrificing stability. Using smaller values allows a less restrictive condition on the size of the maximum time step and therefore allows more efficient numerical evolutions.
In rare cases, we have found it necessary to increase β above the value given in Eq. (36). For example, in the low-resolution N = 16, ten-region, N R = 10, genus N g = 0 case, a value of β at least twice that given in Eq. (36) was needed for stability. Hesthaven and Gottlieb [12] have derived rigorous lower bounds on the penalty factors needed for stable evolution of a simple, second-order parabolic equation in one dimension. They show that when Robin-type boundary conditions are used (like those we use here), penalty factors that scale like α ∼ O(N 2 ) and β ∼ O(N 2 ) are required. Our results agree with theirs for β, but we have found it necessary to use much larger values of α that scale as α ∼ O(N 4 ) in most cases. We test the stability and robustness of our implementation of these Ricci flow evolution equations on a six-region, N R = 6, multicube representation of the two-sphere manifold, S 2 , which is described in detail in Appendix B.1. As initial data for these tests we use the standard round-sphere metric with pseudo-random white noise of amplitude 0.1 added to each component of the metric g i j at each collocation point. The reference metricg i j used in these tests is the usual smooth, unperturbed round-sphere metric, which is given explicitly in global Cartesian multicube coordinates in Ref. [1] .
We use several measures to determine whether our implementation of numerical Ricci flow is working properly and whether it actually drives the metric toward a constant-curvature state, as it is expected to do in two dimensions. First, we measure how well the numerical Ricci flow evolves toward geometries having uniform scalar curvatures. One possible dimensionless measure of this scalar-curvature uniformity is the quantityẼ R , defined bỹ
For the two-dimensional manifolds studied here, the volume-averaged scalar curvature ||R|| is given by the Gauss-Bonnet identity: ||R|| = 8π(1 − N g )/V. The scalar-curvature uniformity measure can therefore be rewritten in the form
This measure is singular for N g = 1, so we define an alternative measure E R as follows:
This alternative measure is well defined for all compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds. It differs fromẼ R by the factor |1 − N g |/ (1 + N g ), which is of order unity, except for the singular case N g = 1. We use the measure E R to monitor the uniformity of the scalar curvature in all of our Ricci flow evolutions. Second, we monitor the volume of the manifold to determine whether the volume-normalized flow is working properly. We do this using the dimensionless quantity E V , defined by
to measure the fractional change in the volume relative to the target volume V 0 . Third, we use the quantity E H to measure the evolution of the DeTurck gauge-source covector:
And finally, we assess how well the geometries produced by this Ricci flow satisfy the GaussBonnet identity, using the quantity E GB defined in Eq. (28). Figure 7 shows the results of our Ricci flow evolutions using initial data constructed from the round-sphere metric with random noise perturbations. This figure plots the time evolutions of the four error measures E R , E V , E H , and E GB , defined in Eqs. (39), (40), (41), and (28), respectively, for evolutions performed with several different numerical resolutions N. As evidenced in these figures, the Ricci flow evolutions are stable and convergent as the numerical resolution N is increased. Nonuniformities in the random initial scalar curvature, as measured by E R and shown in the upper left part of Fig. 7 , decay exponentially in time as the geometry evolves toward the constant-curvature round-sphere metric until the differences are dominated by truncation level errors at each resolution. The upper right part of Fig. 7 shows that the volume-controlling terms in Eq. (29) are effective at driving the volume of the manifold to the value V 0 , as measured by E V . The target volume V 0 in these tests was taken to be the volume measured by the smooth round-sphere reference metric, rather than the volume of the initial random metric. The lower left part of Fig. 7 shows that the gauge source one-form H i , measured by E H , is effectively driven to zero by the DeTurck term, and the lower right part of Fig. 7 shows that the Gauss-Bonnet error E GB decays very quickly to truncation level at each resolution. Random noise was added to the initial data in these tests at each grid point, so the precise structure of the initial data is different at each resolution. Therefore, numerical convergence with increasing resolution N at the initial and very early times was not expected (or observed).
Smoother Reference Metrics
We have used volume-normalized Ricci flow to construct smoother and more uniform reference metrics for several multicube manifolds in two dimensions. In particular we have performed Ricci-flow smoothing of the reference metrics for multicube representations of compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds with genera between N g = 0 (the two-sphere) and N g = 5 (the five-handled two-sphere). In each case, initial data for the evolution are prepared by constructing the metricg i j according to the procedure described in Sec. 2. Theseg i j use the polynomial generating functions h(w) of Eq. (9), with k = 1 and ℓ = 4, both for the partition of unity and for the functions f (w) = w h(w) that appear in the conformal factor in Eq. (24). Although this choice of powers appears to give the best results, we have found that other choices often Ricci flow evolutions of a six-region, N R = 6, multicube representation of the 2-sphere, with random noise added to the round-sphere metric as the initial data. Graphs show the evolutions of the scalar-curvature uniformity measure E R , the volume-normalization error E V , the DeTurck gauge-covector norm E H , and the Gauss-Bonnet identity error E GB . These quantities are defined in Eqs. (39), (40), (41), and (28), respectively. The reference metric used in these tests is the usual unperturbed round-sphere metric. The numerical resolution in each spatial dimension of each square region is denoted by N.
work nearly as well. We use the metricg i j not only as initial data for these Ricci flow evolutions, but also as the fixed reference metric, which defines the continuity of all tensor fields and their derivatives throughout the evolutions, including the Ricci-flow-evolved g i j (t). We have performed Ricci flow evolutions on all the multicube manifolds described in Appendix B, and the results look very similar to one another. For this reason we describe only one of these cases in detail, and then we summarize and compare the results of our highestresolution evolutions from all of the cases. We show detailed results for our most complex case: a forty-region, N R = 40, representation of a genus N g = 5 multicube manifold (the five-handled Graphs show the evolutions of the scalar-curvature uniformity measure E R , the volume-normalization error E V , the DeTurck gauge-covector norm E H , and the Gauss-Bonnet identity error E GB . These quantities are defined in Eqs. (39), (40), (41), and (28), respectively. The reference metric, which is identical to the initial metric in this case, is constructed according to the procedure described in Sec. 2. The numerical resolution in each spatial dimension of each multicube region is denoted by N.
two-sphere). The scalar curvature for the reference metricg i j in this case is illustrated in the bottom part of Fig. 6 . The details of the multicube structure for this case (and all our other cases) are given in Appendix B. Figure 8 shows the results of these genus N g = 5 evolutions for several different numerical resolutions N. The graphs in Fig. 8 indicate that the evolutions are stable and convergent, demonstrating our ability to evolve PDEs on arbitrary, complicated two-dimensional manifolds using the C 1 reference metrics developed in Sec. 2. These evolutions differ from the random-metric evolutions shown in Fig. 7 in several ways. First, these initial data are much smoother than the random metrics (which are unresolved by construction). Consequently, the Gauss-Bonnet error E GB is much smaller at early times. Second, the initial metric in these tests is identical to the Graphs show the evolutions of the scalar-curvature uniformity measure E R , the volume-normalization error E V , the DeTurck gauge-covector norm E H , and the Gauss-Bonnet identity error E GB . These quantities are defined in Eqs. (39), (40), (41), and (28), respectively. In each case, the reference metric is identical to the initial metric and is constructed according to the procedure described in Sec. 2.
reference metric, and accordingly the error measures E V and E H are much smaller (about truncation level) at early times. These error measures remain close to these initial truncation-error levels throughout the evolutions. We also note that the more complicated spatial structures of the reference metrics in these simulations require somewhat higher numerical resolutions in order to obtain the same level of truncation errors as the random-metric S 2 tests described in Sec. 3.1. Figure 9 compares the highest-resolution Ricci flow evolutions from each of the multicube manifolds described in Appendix B (up to and including the forty-region representation of a genus 5 manifold). All of these cases are found to be stable and convergent, with qualitatively similar results to the genus N g = 5 evolutions shown in Fig. 8 . The only significant difference between the cases is the rate at which nonuniformities in the scalar curvatures decay. The reference metrics that we construct on these different multicube manifolds have nonuniformities on different length scales, and these nonuniformities correspondingly decay at different rates under the Ricci flow. There are also differences in the levels of the truncation errors for these cases at the same numerical resolution. The ten-region, N R = 10, representation of the genus N g = 1 multicube manifold (the two-torus), for example, has the highest level of truncation error among the examples we have studied.
Discussion
This paper presents a method for constructing reference metrics on multicube representations of manifolds having arbitrary topologies. The method was implemented and successfully tested, as described in Sec. 2, for a variety of compact, orientable two-dimensional Riemannian manifolds with genera between 0 and 5. The reference metrics constructed in this way are not smooth, but they have continuous derivatives, which is sufficient to define the C 1 differential structures needed for solving the systems of second-order PDEs of most interest in mathematical physics. We have demonstrated in Sec. 3, for example, that these C 1 reference metrics can be used successfully to solve systems of second-order parabolic evolution equations.
The reference metrics constructed using the methods in Sec. 2 have large spatial variations, which are not easy to resolve numerically. We demonstrate in Sec. 3 that these metrics can be made more uniform by evolving them with Ricci flow. The two-dimensional reference metrics studied in our tests all evolve under Ricci flow to metrics having constant scalar curvatures.
Ricci flow also has smoothing properties similar to the heat equation: solutions to the Ricci flow equation on compact manifolds become smooth, in fact real-analytic, for t > 0 provided the initial curvature is bounded (which is the case for our C 1 reference metrics) [13, 14] . Our numerical evolutions show smoothing of the metrics that is consistent with this fact. The presence of the DeTurck gauge-fixing terms, however, somewhat obfuscates this question of smoothness. Our evolutions show that the DeTurck gauge-fixing covector H i is zero, up to truncation level errors, throughout the evolutions. The connection Γ k i j of the metric g i j at the end of our Ricci flow evolutions could (in principle) therefore retain some of the non-smooth features of the reference connectionΓ
. However, the vanishing of H i shows that the evolved metric satisfies the original Ricci flow equation without the DeTurck terms, and thus must be smooth by the aforementioned theorems [13, 14] . Hence any non-smoothness of the connection must just reflect the (non-smooth) coordinate transitions at the interface boundaries.
We made some effort to avoid even the potential effects of the non-smoothness of the connection associated with the DeTurck terms by modifying the basic Ricci flow Eq. (29) in various ways. For example, we attempted to carry out numerical Ricci flow evolutions without including the DeTurck terms at all, i.e., simply by setting H i = 0 in Eq. (29). All of these evolutions were unstable. The DeTurck terms were added to the Ricci flow equation to make it strongly parabolic and thereby manifestly well-posed [6] . Without the DeTurck terms, the basic Ricci flow equations may simply be ill-suited for numerical solution. We also tried modifying the DeTurck terms in a way that would attempt to drive the solution to harmonic gauge, i.e., to a gauge in which 0 = g i j Γ k i j . We did this by changing the definition of H i to give the reference connection an explicit time dependence, as in H i = g i j g kℓ (Γ j kℓ − e −µtΓ j kℓ ), for example. Unfortunately all of these runs failed as well. While these runs appeared to be stable, the Ricci flows in these cases did not evolve toward metrics having constant scalar curvatures, and the DeTurck gauge-source covector H i did not remain small during the evolutions.
We plan to continue to search for effective and efficient ways to construct reference metrics on manifolds with arbitrary spatial topologies. In two dimensions the remaining questions are related to finding better gauge conditions for the reference metrics. In three and higher dimensions the challenge will be to find efficient ways to implement the general techniques developed here.
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Appendix A. Uniqueness of the C 1 Multicube Differential Structure
The traditional definition of a C k differential structure on a manifold consists of an atlas of coordinate charts having the property that the transition maps between overlapping charts are C k+1 functions. 2 Tensor fields are defined to be C k with respect to this differential structure if their components when represented in terms of this atlas are C k functions. In a multicube representation of a manifold, we define the continuity of tensor fields and their derivatives instead using the Jacobians and the connection determined by a reference metric. This enables us to define these concepts without needing an overlapping C k+1 atlas. The two definitions of differential structure are equivalent on any manifold having both a multicube structure and a C k+1 atlas. In this appendix we consider the technical question of the uniqueness of the multicube method of specifying the differential structure.
The purpose of this appendix is to show that the C 1 differential structure of a multicube manifold defined by a particular C 1 reference metric is independent of the choice of reference metric. In particular, we show that the definitions of continuity of tensor fields and their covariant derivatives based on a C 1 reference metricg ab are the same as those based on any other C 1 metrič g ab , i.e., any metricǧ ab that is continuous and whose covariant gradient∇ aǧbc is continuous with respect to the differential structure defined byg ab . Since any C k metric with k ≥ 1 is also C 1 , this argument implies that the C 1 differential structure defined by the C 1 metricg ab is also equivalent to the C 1 differential structure defined by any C k metricǧ ab . We have shown [1] how the differential structure for a multicube representation of a manifold may be specified by giving a C 1 metricg ab represented in the global Cartesian multicube coor-dinate basis. 3 This method of defining the differential structure constructs JacobiansJ Since the alternate dual JacobiansJ * Bβb
Aαa are the inverses of the alternate Jacobians, they must also be identical to the original dual Jacobians (which are the inverses of the original Jacobians). We have shown therefore that the Jacobians used to define the continuity of tensor fields across boundary interfaces do not depend on which metric is used to construct them. This argument depends only on the continuity of those metrics (not their derivatives).
Now consider the uniqueness of the multicube definition of the continuity of the derivatives of tensor fields. Let∇ a and∇ a denote the covariant derivatives defined by the C 1 reference metric g ab and the C 1 reference metricǧ ab , respectively. Let v a and w a denote vector and covector fields that are continuous across the interface boundaries, as defined by the Jacobians constructed from either of the reference metrics. Assume that∇ a v b and∇ a w b are also continuous across interface boundaries. The differences between these tensors and those computed using the alternate covariant derivative∇ a are tensors:∇ Bβb , together with the continuity of the covariant derivatives∇ a and∇ a , implies that the C 1 differential structure constructed from the C 1 metricg ab is equivalent to the one constructed from any alternate C 1 metricǧ ab . In dimensions two and three there is only one differential structure on a particular manifold [15] . In those cases, this argument shows that the C 1 differential structures determined by any two C 1 metrics are equivalent. In higher dimensional manifolds, however, there can be multiple inequivalent differential structures [15] . The argument given here only establishes the independence of the multicube differential structure constructed from reference metrics belonging to the same differential structure in those cases.
The uniqueness of the Jacobians J Aα a Bβ b discussed above assumed a particular fixed choice of global Cartesian multicube coordinates. Although these Cartesian multicube coordinates are severely restricted, they are not unique. The two assumptions made about them are the following. First, the faces of each cubic-block region are assumed to be constant-coordinate surfaces. And second, the interface boundary maps identify points in the manifold across boundaries in a particular way (cf. Appendix B). The global Cartesian multicube coordinates on these manifolds can therefore be modified in any way that leaves their interface boundary values and the identification of points on the interface boundaries unchanged. The coordinates can be modified smoothly in the interior of each cubic-block region, for example, while keeping their values fixed on their faces. More generally, the coordinates can be adjusted smoothly even on the boundary faces as long as complementary adjustments are made to the corresponding coordinates in the neighboring region.
Let x a A denote one particular choice of coordinates on region A, and letx a A denote another set of smoothly related coordinates that satisfy the restrictions described above. Also assume that the Jacobians ∂x . This equation represents the coordinate freedom that exists in the expressions for the interface Jacobians on multicube manifolds within a particular differential structure. Every two-and three-dimensional manifold has a unique global differential structure, and therefore Eq. (A.24) represents all the freedom that exists in the boundary interface Jacobians on those manifolds.
Appendix B. Two-Dimensional Multicube Manifolds
The purpose of this appendix is to present explicit multicube representations of compact, orientable two-dimensional manifolds with genera between zero and three. A straightforward procedure allows us to extend these examples to arbitrary genus by gluing together copies of the N g = 2 multicube structures. The topologies of all these two-dimensional manifolds are uniquely determined by their genus N g , which can have non-negative integer values. The case N g = 0 is the two-sphere, S 2 , and N g = 1 is the two-torus, T 2 . Larger values of N g can be thought of as two-spheres with N g handles attached.
A multicube representation of a manifold consists of a collection of multicube regions B A together with maps Ψ Aα Bβ that determine how the boundaries ∂ α B A of these regions are connected together. We choose multicube regions B A that have uniform coordinate size L and that are all aligned in R n with the global Cartesian coordinate axes. We position these B A in R n in such a way that regions intersect (if at all) only along boundaries that are identified with one another by one of the Ψ Aα Bβ maps. For each multicube manifold, we provide a table of vectors c A that represent the global Cartesian coordinates of the centers of each of the multicube regions B A . These tables serve as lists of the regions B A that are to be included in each particular multicube representation. We also provide tables of all of the interface boundary identifications for each multicube representation. A typical entry in one of these tables is an expression of the form ∂ +x B 2 ↔ ∂ −y B 3 , which would indicate that the +x boundary of multicube B 2 is to be identified with the −y boundary of multicube B 3 .
The boundary identification maps used in our multicube manifolds are simple linear transformations of the form 
3)
The matrix C
Aα
Bβ which appears in Eq. (B.1) is the combined rotation and reflection matrix needed to reorient the ∂ β B B boundary with ∂ α B A . Our specification of a particular multicube representation includes the matrices C Aα Bβ for each interface boundary identification map. The list of possible matrices is quite small in two-dimensions, consisting of the identity I, various combinations of 90-degree rotations R ± , and reflections M. Explicit representations of these matrices in terms of the global Cartesian coordinate basis are given by
In the following sections we give the specific matrices C Table B .2, and the corresponding transformation matrices are given in Table B. 3. This six-region representation of S 2 is equivalent to the standard two-dimensional cubed-sphere representation of S 2 [16] [17] [18] . Bβ are assumed to be the identity I, except those specified in this table.
The locations of the ten square regions used to construct this representation of S 2 are illustrated in Fig. B.2 . The values of the square-center location vectors c A for this configuration are summarized in Table B .4. The inner edges of the touching squares in the right side of Fig. B. 2 are assumed to be connected by identity maps. The identifications of all the edges of the regions are described in Table B .5, and the corresponding transformation matrices are given in Table B. 6. This ten-region representation of S 2 is a simple generalization of the standard two-dimensional cubed-sphere representation of S 2 . It is constructed by splitting the four "equatorial" squares in the standard six-region representation into eight squares with the new interface boundaries running along the equator. Table B .8, and the corresponding transformation matrices are given in Table B. 9. This tenregion representation of T 2 is a simple generalization of the standard one-region representation. The outer edges of the squares in the left illustration in Fig. B.3 are identified with the opposing outer edges using identity maps, just as in the standard one-region representation of T 2 . This Table B .6: Transformation matrices C Aα Bβ for the interface identifications ∂ α B A ↔ ∂ β B B in the ten-region, N R = 10, representation of the genus N g = 0 manifold, the two-sphere, S 2 . All transformation matrices C Aα Bβ are assumed to be the identity I, except those specified in this table. 
The locations of the eight square regions used to construct this representation of T 2 are illustrated in Fig. B.4 . The values of the square-center location vectors c A for this configuration are summarized in Table B. 10. The inner edges of the touching squares in Fig. B.4 are connected by identity maps. The identifications of all the edges of the regions are described in Table B. 11. All of the interface identification maps have transformation matrices C Aα Bβ that are the identity matrix I, so they are not included in a table for this case. This eight-region, N R = 8, representation of T 2 is constructed by gluing a handle onto the ten-region representation of S 2 described in Appendix B.2. The two inner regions (3 and 8 in Fig. B. 2) are removed, and the holes created in Table B .8: Region interface identifications ∂ α B A ↔ ∂ β B B for the ten-region, N R = 10, representation of the genus N g = 1 manifold, the two-torus, T 2 . Table B .9: Transformation matrices C
Bβ for the region interface identifications ∂ α B A ↔ ∂ β B B in the ten-region, N R = 10, representation of the genus N g = 1 manifold, the two-torus, T 2 . All transformation matrices C Aα Bβ are assumed to be the identity I, except those specified in this table. 
The locations of the eight square regions used to construct this representation of the genus N g = 2 manifold, the two-handled sphere, are illustrated in Fig. B.5 . The values of the squarecenter location vectors c A for this configuration are summarized in Table B. 12. The inner edges of the touching squares in Fig. B .5 are connected by identity maps. The identifications of all the edges of the regions are described in Table B .13, and the corresponding transformation matrices are given in Table B. 14. This representation of the two-handled sphere is constructed by starting with the ten-region representation of the two-torus shown in Fig. B.3 , removing the two internal regions (3 and 8 in Fig. B.3 
The locations of the ten square regions used to construct this representation of the genus N g = 2 manifold, the two-handled sphere, are illustrated in Fig. B.6 . The values of the squarecenter location vectors c A for this configuration are summarized in Table B. Table B .14: Transformation matrices C Aα Bβ for the region interface identifications ∂ α B A ↔ ∂ β B B in the eight-region, N R = 8, representation of the genus N g = 2 manifold, the two-handled sphere. All transformation matrices C Aα Bβ are assumed to be the identity I, except those specified in this table. edges of the regions are described in Table B .16, and the corresponding transformation matrices are given in Table B. 17. This representation of the two-handled sphere is constructed by starting with the eight-region representation shown in Fig. B .5 and adding additional squares to separate more distinctly the ends of the second handle on the torus. The outer edges in this ten-region representation of the genus N g = 2 manifold are therefore connected together as shown in Fig. B.6 . This representation has the advantage that it reduces the maximum number of squares meeting at a single vertex from eight to six. The reference metric in this case therefore requires less distortion of the flat metric pieces that go into its construction. Table B .17: Transformation matrices C Aα Bβ for the region interface identifications ∂ α B A ↔ ∂ β B B in the ten-region, N R = 10, representation of the genus N g = 2 manifold, the two-handled sphere. All transformation matrices C Aα Bβ are assumed to be the identity I, except those specified in this table. This is done by breaking the interface identifications denoted γ and κ in Fig. B.6 and then attaching in their place additional copies of the same multicube structure, as shown in Fig. B.7 for the genus N g = 3 case. Each copy of the genus N g = 2 multicube structure added in this way increases the genus of the resulting manifold by one. The addition of one copy, as shown in Fig. B.7, produces a multicube manifold of genus N g = 3. The values of the square-center location vectors c A for this genus N g = 3 case are summarized in Table B. 18. The inner edges of the touching squares in Fig. B.7 are connected by identity maps. The identifications of all the edges of the twenty square regions are described in Table B .19, and the corresponding transformation matrices are given in Table B Table B .20: Transformation matrices C Aα Bβ for the region interface identifications ∂ α B A ↔ ∂ β B B in the twenty-region, N R = 20, representation of the genus N g = 3 manifold, the three-handled sphere. All transformation matrices C Aα Bβ are assumed to be the identity I, except those specified in this table. 
